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Notification to employees or customers in a number of modern enterprises and 
institutions is regular work when it is necessary to call each employee or customer or 
send them a short message. Although the mobile phone has the function of bulk SMS, 
it is still less convenient, especially in the condition that employees or customers are 
in constant changing. Nevertheless, voice notification system has no special 
requirements for customer communication terminal. Voice automated notification 
system based on CTI Voice Card Technology makes notification work be convenient, 
fast and efficient. Comparing to other notification patterns, such as bulk SMS and 
WeChat, automated voice notification system has the characters of broader target and 
more timely interaction. And comparing with traditional one, it also has the features 
of low labor costs, good continuity as well as no complaints due to human agents’ 
black mood. 
The system is designed for pensions and social security of a commercial bank, 
which is consisted of management information system, TTS and CTI voice card 
technology. The system uses WinForms to rapidly develop prospect interface, and its 
database is supported by SQL Server2008. 
Taking pension and social security clients of a commercial bank as objects, the 
dissertation studies the development of customer voice notification system of 
pension and social security based on the CTI voice card technology. First of all, this 
dissertation describes the background, significance, situation and existing problems 
of this project; meanwhile, it introduces the key technologies related to the 
development of the system. And then, it uses the ideas and methods of software 
engineering to expound the requirement analysis, system design, design scheme, 
modeling method, development tools and processes, etc. After that, it states by using 
TTS, CTI technology combined with VS2008 development tools to achieve 
customer voice notification system of pension and social security. Finally, the 
dissertation systematically introduces the testing after achieving deployment.  
Due to the MVC design pattern, the readability and expansibility of the 















senders and receivers. The interaction between the system and the sender is mainly 
through the information management system and the graphical user interface to 
operate the data information in the database, so as to achieve the management of 
information. The interaction between the system and the receiver is mainly through 
the control of the voice card and the information receiver to establish communication, 
through the communication terminal keyboard operation to achieve human-computer 
interaction. The system has strong practicability and low hardware cost, and it has a 
certain value of social application. 
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表 1-1  主流通知方式的对比 












































1.2  现状和存在问题  

















名的有 IBM和 Dialogic，而我国现在主要知名的 CTI产商是三汇和东进。 







 CTI 最初的意义为 Computer Telephony Integration，随着电信网络的完
善和发展，现在的 CTI 指电信与技术及融合，即 Computer Telecommunication 
Integration。随着我国三网融合的启动，CTI的发展也面临着统一网络。最近，
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